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Abstract.
Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over an algebraically closed field of characteristic^2, 3, 5 . It is shown that if LÇZg\(V) is an irreducible Lie algebra of infinite type then either L=gl(F), L=s\(V), dim F = 2r^4 and L=sp(F), dim V = 2r^4 and L =csp(F), or there exists A E.L such that ad A 5^0 = (ad A)2.
As a corollary we obtain E. Cartan's classification of the irreducible Lie algebras of infinite type over C.
Let L be a Lie algebra of linear transformations of a vector space V. For each nonnegative integer n the nth Cartan prolongation, Ln, is defined inductively by La = L and Ln= {<(> E Hom(F, £"_!) | y (*</>) = xiy4>) for all x, y E V)
for «äl-If Ln7¿iQ) for all w^O then L is said to be of infinite type.
The main result of this paper is: Now it is easily seen (as in [7] ) that if (ad ^4)2 = 0 then A belongs to the radical of the Killing form. If <£ = C and L is reductive this implies that ad A =0. Furthermore, it is known (Theorem 1 of [4] ) that an irreducible Lie algebra over C is of infinite type if and only if Li 9e (0). Thus Theorem 1 implies the following theorem of E. Cartan [l ] : Theorem 2. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over C and let L be an irreducible Lie algebra of linear transformations of V such that
Theorem 2, which is important in the study of primitive pseudogroups and infinite Lie algebras of Cartan The proof given there is in fact independent of the assumption 3> = C and could be used to prove our Lemma 1. We will give a somewhat more elementary proof here. Part (i) of Lemma 2 is proved in [6] for the case i> = C.
In the proof of Lemma 1 we will need: Lemma 3. Let <£ be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let V and W be finite dimensional vector spaces over i> with 2 ^dimFrgdimW.
Let T be a subspace of Hom(F, W) such that dimTTzdimW. Then there exist <pET and vEV such that cp^O, V7¿0, and vcp = 0.
Proof. Suppose rçHom(F, W) is a counterexample to the lemma such that dimW7 is minimal among all counterexamples.
As T is a counterexample we have, for any nonzero vEV, diml/F^dim i>Z" = dimr = dimIF. Thus for any wEW there is a unique <pET such that wp = w. Then if Vi, v2 are linearly independent elements of V we can find a basis {¡¡/i, • ■ ■ , \pn] of T such that (-2aki) we have EuEA(ad Eu)2. Since £lt = 0 we have (ad £u)3 = 0. Thus Lemma V.8.2 of [8] shows that there exists A EL such that A (ad Eu)2 = 2EU and A (ad Eu) (ad A) = -2A. Now = A (ad £2¿+2,2.+i)(ad £21+1,21+2) (ad £2y+i,23+2)(ad £2y+2,2i+i) G L.
Then by Condition ~B we must have a2¿+i,2y+i+a2y+2,2¿+2 = 0.
Similarly we see that a2¿+i,2y+2 = a2/+i,2¡+2 and a2;+2,2j+i = o2j+2,2¿+i-Hence A=D-{-S where 5Gsp(F) and £> = diag{di, • • • , d2k} EL. Now Z)(ad(£i,2i+i-£21+2,2)) = Ei,2i+iidi -da+i) -E2i+2¡iidii+2 -di) EL.
Thus, again by Condition ~B, we have di -da+i=dn+2 -d2 for all O^i^k-1. Thus 2D = Iid1+d2)+E where £Gsp(F). Thus L = sp(F) or£=csp(F).
